
TIT 1 

 

NT10: TITUS 

((TITUS CHAPTER 1)) 

PRAY 

The Missionary’s Operation Manual 

-That is what we determined 2 weeks AGO to be the Unifying Theme of the book of Titus based on the 

Back-Story to the book as well as its overall contents—and LAST WEEK we began our discussion/study of 

CHAPTER ONE---which is what we will finish THIS MORNING. 

-Before we do that (THOUGH)---I think it is important (for me) TO REVIEW where we have been (in the 

chapter already)—since it is KEY to where we are GOING. 

 As I told you (when we were together last time)---I believe there ARE essentially TWO SUBJECTS 

which are the focus of Paul’s instruction chapter ONE:  What the missionary exists for (what is his 

mission) and how he advances his mission (how he will be successful)… 

And as I also mentioned during that TIME---What a practical way to START! 

These are the very first things that I would EXPECT to find in a book dealing with the ins and outs of 

operating as a missionary for GOD---OR---when attempting to determine WHO I should support in the 

mission field. 

Some of the MY initial questions would be (when interviewing that person), WHAT is your MISSION? 

And HOW do you plan to be successful in accomplishing IT? 

SINCE w/o the answer to such QUESTIONS, I may end up wasting my money and time supporting 

something or someone WHO really has nothing to DO w/biblical missions! 

And that brings us (then) to the FIRST SUBJECT… 

S1 = What the missionary exists for (1-3) 

-Two things according to Paul and those verses (is what the missionary is TO exist FOR): 

1.  The elect 

2.  The truth 



((1)) 

*(Now as was noted last time) Paul says these things about himself—BUT who was Paul?  A 

missionary!—AND the example to be followed (1Co 11:1) 

--Which means we have (in his identity) what SB true for all serving as missionaries---ALL should exist (or 

SEE as their primary focus) –the elect (those GOD has “chosen” of His sovereign free will to respond to 

the Gospel versus reject it---2Ti 2:10) and the truth (which is identified always in the Scriptures as the 

Scriptures themselves and AS SUCH IS defined by godliness versus ungodliness---this also is what it 

produces –1Ti 6:3). 

WHY (by way of review) these two things are so important (and therefore to be the FOCUS of the 

missionary’s mission): 

a)  b/c  the elect are the only ones who gain him heavenly profit/treasure. 

(Phi 4:1; 1Th 2:19; 2Co 3:15-17; Luk 16:9; Mat 25:14-30) 

--meaning this:  there is no eternal value in spending time w/those individuals who HATE GOD (i.e. the 

goats of this world).  Now, granted the missionary doesn’t know that they are goats until he begins 

sharing the gospel w/people—BUT once they REJECT it---and refuse to listen to it---his job is not to 

continue spending time w/such people---BUT FIND THOSE WHO WILL—since this is (again) how the 

missionary lays up treasure in heaven.  (BTW) this is what makes the missionary different than the 

prophet (of the OT).  He is not called to keep preaching to people God has already declared were not the 

ELECT (ex. Isa 6).  When he encounters such people/places, he is to MOVE ON (Mat 7:6, 10:14).   

-This is (also) why Jesus could speak of such people as doing “greater things” than Himself—since Jesus’ 

time (and ministry) needed to be split between evangelist/missionary and prophet (preaching judgment 

against apostate Israel) (Joh 14:12). 

b) b/c  truth that doesn’t demand godliness (is not only a lie—i.e. not the Word of God), but also does 

not lead to eternal life— ((1-3))---the truth “manifested in God’s Word” IS defined by godliness and IS 

the only truth giving the “hope of eternal life”! -(Heb 12:14) 

c)  b/c these are WHAT keep the missionary CENTERED on preaching the TRUE/SOUND GOSPEL. 

-Think about it, IF there is nothing to be gained from gathering goats thru a compromised GOSPEL 

message which doesn’t demand godliness (which as we are going to see---is what a gospel w/o godliness 

is)---AND--- IF such a message is ALSO NO benefit to those I offer it TO –since it is NOT TRUTH leading to 

the hope of eternal life---THEN WHY would I ever choose to take such a course? 

Well, the missionary that understands what he exists for (and why existing for those things is SO VERY 

IMPORTANT)---HE WON’T----He will (instead) be centered on preaching ONLY the SOUND GOSPEL. 

--BUT he has to do more than JUST PREACH it---if he is to truly be successful---WHICH BRINGS US to 

OUR SECOND SUBJECT… 



S2 = How the missionary advances his mission (4-16) 

-And this WE delved into LAST week (as well)…by looking at the FIRST of two pints of 

insight/instruction… 

(He advances his mission…) 

1.  by planting sound churches. 

-And that b/c SOUND CHURCHES are the incubator, engine of advancement and support base for the 

missionary and his WORK in spreading the truth of God’s Word and (thru it) finding God’s people (1Ti 

3:15). 

Support from the text regarding this instruction = ((4-5)) 

-Why I say this is ultimately about Titus planting churches:   

-Paul doesn’t mention establishing elders in existing churches (as it does in Act 14:23). 

-Paul did not have his full complement of missionary (who could function as interim pastors) when he 

travelled to Crete (Act 27—he was there as a prisoner on his way to Rome). 

-You need biblically qualified men who can serve as elders/pastors (along w/ people professing faith in 

Christ) to plant a church. (Act 11:19-26).   Notice also :  all you need is one to start a church (that’s all 

Jerusalem sent).  (BTW:  elder and pastor are synonymous terms in Scripture all pastors are elders and 

all elders are pastors). 

-Crete had people in each city professing faith in Christ (i.e. believers) by the time Paul left (and left Titus 

there) but nobody qualified to serve as a pastor/elder (all they had were glorified bible studies!) 

Raising up elders/pastors takes time---which is why this letter to est. elders/plant churches doesn’t 

come until Titus has been there for 2 years---2 yrs of intense discipleship and training—which brought 

them to a point where there were NOW—qualified men—AND—SOUND CHURCHES could be planted). 

-Why I say “SOUND CHURCHES”: 

-b/c that’s the kind of churches you are planting when the elders meet the qualifications listed in (vv 6-

9)---And since we discussed EACH of those character traits in DETAIL (last week) I’m NOT going to do 

THAT again NOW…THE TRUTH we need to remember to take away from this first piece of instruction IS 

(again) the necessity of SOUND CHURCHES to the success of the missionary---his work ultimately fails 

w/o them!  (which is why the pattern in the NT/ACTS is always to plant churches—the incubator, engine 

and support base of GOD’S TRUTH and PEOPLE—the missionary’s focus! 

 (which brings us to our final piece of instruction/insight in CHAPTER ONE—the piece we left off W/): 

According to PAUL---and this incredibly sufficient MISSIONARY OPERATIONS MANUAL he left us w/by 

the inspiration of the HS the other way a true/biblical missionary advances his mission---HOW (iow) 

he ensures his success in the field is… 



2.  by protecting the sound gospel 

 

-If a missionary is going to be successful, he has to do more than just preach a sound gospel, he has to 

protect that gospel as well (and verses 10-16 tell us why)… 

 

((10-16)) 

 

-Notice (from verse 10) Paul says there are “many” rebellious men (not a few—BUT MANY!!) 

 

-Notice (also from verse 10) there are essentially two kinds (or rebellious men):  “empty talkers” and 

“deceivers”. 

  

-“Empty talkers” refers to those people whose PROFESSION of faith is “empty” –or w/o substance 

(meaning though they claim Christ as their Savior, their lives are void of any fruit)—AND that b/c their 

GOSPEL doesn’t require it.  (IOW) they can have Jesus as SAVIOR while rejecting Him as LORD!  

OBEDIENCE to what He says is optional….they can CONTINUE living an UNGODLY LIFE and they will still 

go to heaven (this is what they believe and teach) 

 

-The theological term used to describe this gospel heresy (and its followers) is ANTINOMIAN (w/o law). 

 

-This is why Paul says what he does about them in v16 ((16)) 

 

-This is why Paul later in the letter ALSO emphasizes the fact that when Jesus truly saves a person, he 

saves them not only from the penalty of sin—BUT the practice of it (as well) ((2:12)) 

 

-“Decievers”  (the other type of person Paul identifies as preaching an unsound gospel) specifically 

refers (in this context) to the “Circumcision”  (“deceivers –especially those of the circumcision”) 

 

-This is speaking about the Judeaizers, those Jews in the first century who professed faith in Christ, YET 

deceived a lot of undiscerning Christians (at that time) into believing they  must live according to the 

LAW of MOSES (i.e. the OC laws and regulations)—which meant (also) that certain foods (proclaimed 

clean by Christ—or certain practices which were now lawful)—were NOW (once again) issues/acts of 

defilement—or considered impure. 

 

-This (too) is GOSPEL heresy SINCE we are under a NC w/ a new law—the law of Christ (i.e. the laws and 

commands we find in the NT).  This issue was taught by Christ Himself and settled once and for all at 

Jerusalem Council ---which Titus was a part of (Act 15). 

 

-The theological term used to describe these kinds of people are LEGALISTS 

 



-The law of Moses is NOT the law of the CHRISTIAN and (as a result) has essentially become no different 

than “the commandments and traditions of men”—or “jewish myth”—which is why Paul says what he 

does in ((14-15))—IN this WAY—they (too) fit into the words of ((16)). 

 

-GO too far or NOT far enough in your beliefs are both things which WILL cause you to be found on that 

DAY as ONE who “professed to know God”—but by your deeds---DENIED HIM! 

 

--In Crete both of these KINDS of false gospel preachers were AROUND (and as v11 says) “upsetting 

entire households”  (iow:  causing many to question whether they had the true/sound gospel!)   

-Which is why (then) as part of his job (and as a means to advancing his mission) a MISSIONARY MUST 

also PROTECT the SOUND GOSPEL---and how HE does that is by “silencing them” through “severe 

reproof”… 

 

((10-13)) 

 

-“silenced”  = (lit.) shut their mouths….  “reprove severely” =(lit.) administer harsh discipline  

 

-These measures of “shutting mouths” and “harsh discipline” is WHAT must take place if the GOSPEL is 

to be protected and people are to become (“sound in the faith”). 

 

-Paul carries out these actions on the island of Salamis for this very reason ((Act 13:8-11)). 

 

-This is especially true when those speaking such things are mingling among the flock (as these 

individuals) were (in TITUS). 

 

-SO (in SUMMARY then) of THIS SUBJECT (How the missionary advances his mission), there are two 

things PAUL gives instruction ON in this chapter:  he does it by planting sound churches and by 

protecting the sound gospel (from those who are preaching a false/unsound gospel). 

 

-AND this HE DOES are remembering what He EXISTS FOR—which is not the GOATS of this world—or to 

become popular/accepted IN this world—BUT RATHER to find/serve God’s elect, and to teach the 

TRUTH –which never compromises in the area of godliness—But rather will produce it in THOSE who are 

the ELECT (and therefore) willing to submit to CHRIST as SAVIOR and LORD and live that kind of a life for 

HIS GLORY. 

 

-AND all of these things (as I ‘m sure you can see) ARE CLEARLY things we would EXPECT to find in a 

letter which is functioning as essentially the OPERATIONS MANUAL for the missionary…since in them he 

finds both his purpose and his plan for success in the FIELD—and as we ENTER into chapter TWO (next 

week) we will see more of the same –so BE READING that this week—thinking (AGAIN) about the 

Unifying theme—and how what you read supports/speaks to that. 

 


